HN1730 ELECTRICAL BOX

PART NO.  PRODUCT  DESCRIPTION  APPROX. WEIGHT QTY. PER PK
HN1730-B  BOX  17”x30”x12” Reinforced Concrete Non-Traffic Box  175  8
HN1730-E  EXTENSION  17”x30”x12” Reinforced Concrete Extension  180  8
HN1730-C01  COVER  Steel Diamond Plate Bolt Down Cover  64
HN1730-C03  COVER  Steel TraxPlate® Slip Resistant Bolt Down Cover  64
HN1730-C05  COVER  Aluminum TraxPlate® Slip Resistant Bolt Down Cover  42
HN1730-L01  LID  Concrete Steel Reinforced Bolt Down Lid  86
HN1730-L02  LID  Concrete Steel Reinforced Non-Bolt Down Lid  86
HN1730-LK21  LID  LockLid™ K-Series Steel TraxPlate® Slip Resistant Non-Traffic *** (Order keys and Lifting Picks separately)  75
HN1730-LK23  LID  LockLid™ K-Series Aluminum TraxPlate® Slip Resistant Non-Traffic *** (Order keys and Lifting Picks separately)  55
HPC1730-T15-L01  LID  Polymer Concrete Bolt Down Lid - Tier 15 Rated  72
HPC1730-T22-L01  LID  Polymer Concrete Bolt Down Lid - Tier 22 Rated  72
HPC1730-T15-L02  LID  Polymer Concrete Non-Bolt Down Lid - Tier 15 Rated  72
HPC1730-T22-L02  LID  Polymer Concrete Non-Bolt Down Lid - Tier 22 Rated  72

Bolts sold separately for bolt down lids and covers. See hardware sheet for options.
Galvanizing available on all steel covers and lids.
* Also available in aluminum
** Also available in non-bolt down
*** Also available in diamond plate
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